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Fiberarts Guild of Pittsburgh, Inc. is a nonprofit, member supported organization 
that promotes appreciation of fiber art and fosters its development and 
continuation. Fiber art includes any work that is created using a fiber technique 
or material. 

The Fiberarts Guild produces FIberarT InTernaTIonal, the only on-going 
exhibition open to textile artists from around the world. 

our members include students and emerging artists and supporters of the 
arts as well as nationally and internationally known fiber artists.

Your membership gives you access to: 
  n lectures 
  n workshops 
  n critique sessions
  n skill-building 
  n exhibition opportunities

on THe CoVer:
SurFaCe DeSIGn aSSoCIaTIon awarD
Sharon Wall
The Mother, The Daughter and The DNA Code
100” x 75”

surface design, batik, painted fiber reactive dyes, painted canvas, photocopy 
transfer machine and hand sewing; beads, bias tape, commercial
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C o n n e C T I o n S  

“MakInG ConneCTIonS” is an apt metaphor not only for the ordering 
of fibers and elements into whole cloth but also for curating. Visual and 
conceptual relationships began to reveal themselves immediately in the 
process of witnessing the highly inventive and creative works submitted to the 
exhibition.  Pushing their materials to limits, some of the artists dimensionalize 
their work seducing the viewer. The techniques of tying, stacking, weaving 
and molding materials create an amazing array of forms from the biomorphic 
to the geometric. Silk formed into tubes cascades down one wall while cereal 
boxes are woven together with added beads to form a receptacle/figure. other 
pieces are an accumulation of small parts forming a greater whole. references 
to science, religion and popular culture are interwoven with stitching, collage 
and painting, manifesting a physical focus and bond. as an expression and a 
product of our complex visual and material culture, this exhibition is an even 
more appropriate metaphor for our mutual interconnectivity.  

— nancy Davidson  

NaNcy DaviDsoN is an accomplished artist who lives and works in new York City. She creates 

sculpture from inflatable weather balloons using humor to explore cultural issues. Davidson 

exhibits nationally and internationally and is widely published. www.nancydavidson.com
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beST In SHow

atticuS S. adamS
“slumber of the ancestors”
96” x 24” x 24”
coated aluminum mesh, 
steel grommets, wire
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kor awarD For MoST InnoVaTIVe uSe oF MaTerIalS 

amy lipShie
HRMPH
35.5” x 51.5”
cut, folded, glued, sewn 
cereal boxes and beads
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3 DouDenS awarD For beST boTanICal work

patricia milford
Mothers and Daughters
4’ x 24” x 24”
crochet and knitting yarns
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HerTa DouDen awarD For exCellenCe In STITCHerY

francine moriSon
Return
42.5” x 28.75”
hand-dyed and commercial 
fabrics, fused, machine quilted
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Jan myerS-neWbury
“Pentimento”
25.5” x 35.5”

machine pieced and quilted; 
cotton dyed with procion 

dyes in arashi Shibori 
techniques 

amanda GroSS
Poet’s voice, bird song
25” x 43”
hand pieced and 
quilted; fabric
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penny mateer
My Dad’s Pads

 Things We Found in our 
Parent’s House #1

2.5” x 4” x 9” each
photo transfer, machine 

appliqué and quilted, 
hand beaded

anGela paSquale
Saturn
7” x 7” x 1”
hand-stitched on linen 
fabric; thread, linen fabric  
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atticuS S. adamS
“summer cluster”

40” x 14” x 9”
aluminum mesh

laura tabakman
Floating Garden-
Connected Through Air
variable size
rusted silk, stiffened; 
steel wire



mary toWner
FGP

8’ x 30” x 30”
plastic milk carton 
caps, paint marker

anna divinSky
Slits and Slots
1.5” x 1.5” each
variable size
painting on silk
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lauren etlinG
Sharing our Perceptions
12” x 24” x 12”
crocheted yarn, polyester stuffing; 
Styrofoam mannequin heads

lariSa divinSky
“Knot Again”
10” x 10” 1.25”
Sculpey polymer clay
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Jane oGren
“Zip Zip” 

Mixed Media 
Transformation #219

12” x 16”
various colored and 
sized zippers, glue; 

painted texture

tina WilliamS breWer
Badge of Authority, Allegiance 

and Membership
26” x 26”

hand applique and 
embroidery; photo transfer; 

cotton and silk thread,  
ribbon, seed beads, and 

mirrors
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Joanna commandaroS
Visiting the Oracle at Delphi

4’ x 3’ 2”
digital prints on paper

SiGrid piroch
“Whispers”

17” x 27”
hand-woven Jacquard;

silk warp, tencal weft
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laura tabakman
Disconnected
52” x 74”
altered photograph, digitally 
printed on silk, mono-prints 
on acrylic fabric

Jan myerS-neWbury
Dilly Dilly
27.5” x 33.5”
machine pieced and quilted; 
cotton; dyed with procion dyes 
in arashi Shibori techniques
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SiGrid piroch
Got Weaving?
15.5” x 27.5” 

hand-woven Jacquard;
silk warp, tencal weft

hope Gelfand alcorn
Lilies
48” x 72”
acrylic on industrial wool and a 
negative transfer process
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lariSa divinSky
Falling   

20” x 16”
shibori on hand 

painted silk

karen paGe
Bozanka’s Ice Breakers
variable size
crochet, acrylic yarn
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barbara b. kubala
By Design

18” x 14” x 5.5”
micro knotting, green 

turquoise and c-lon cord

Sandy kephart
From a Distance
29” x 23” x 1.75”
various textiles and sheer 
overlays fused, stitched 
by hand and machine; 
worked onto Timtex for 
shadow framing
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fannie White
“The Big Connection”

44” x 44” 
appliqué and embellished 

with thread and other 
materials

kay miller
Irrational Exuberance

42” x 44”
raw edge applique and 

paint on hand dyed 
and printed cottons; 

machine quilted
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patricia milford
SPIRIT 
4’ x 24” x 24”
needle and thread woven;  
embroidery yarn, glass beads

anGela paSquale
Snow Ball Landing

10” x 9” x 8”
self technique embroidery, 
embellished; thread, wire, 

Styrofoam
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michelle broWne
Triptych, Intimate Impressions
30” x 22” each
brassieres embossed on arches 
100% rag paper 

david WattS
“Putting on the Pounds”

25” x 18” x 11”
felt, fiberfill
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anna divinSky
Almost There
variable size
hand painted and heat set silk

melinda ruSSell
Coal
23” x 37”
hooked torn strips; wool 
and scissor-cut silk pulled 
through linen
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paSSle helminSki
Pet Me
15” x 14” 7”
tubular knit

rhonda parker peGG
Ravel

36” x 20” x 20”
arashi shibori on rayon, wrapped 
with thread (procion dye) cotton 

rope fill welded iron armature
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Sandy kephart
Six Fields
42” x 36”
machine pieced and 
appliqué; cotton

Suzanne m. Steiner
Come Together #1
12” x 12.5”
quilted velvet, grommets, wire, 
fiber; wrapped coiling
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SiGrid piroch
“A-MAZE-ING III”

27.5” x 35.5” 
hand-woven Jacquard; 

silk warp, tencal weft

mayota hill
Unmasked: Connecting 

Outside to Within
38” x 38” x 3”

embellished fabric
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tina WilliamS breWer
Yoke/ Ethiopian Princess
26” x 24”
hand applique and 
embroidery, photo transfer;  
cotton, silk, hand dyed cotton 
and paper charms

Suzanne m. Steiner
Come Together #3
13.5” x 13”
quilted velvet, grommets, wire, 
fiber, wrapped coiling
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Wanda m. SpanGler-Warren
Mounting Optimism

54” x 48” x 48”
paper, reed, twine, wood

rhoda taylor
Reminders–
23” x 19.5”
machine pieced and 
quilted; rusted, discharged 
and dyed fabric scraps
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